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Abstract
A well-known challenge in word learning is that any word form is compatible with an infinite number of possible meanings (Quine, 1960; Chomsky, 1959). What mitigates the problem is cues from the syntactic environment in which a novel word occurs (Gleitman, 1990). In this talk, we will see how syntactic categories aid young infants’ novel noun and verb learning (Study 1); and how the same aid becomes misleading but other syntactic cues come to the rescue (Study 2). We will also see cases where syntax falls short: language processing abilities may limit learners’ use of the syntactic cues (Study 3); meaning representations built from the syntax are strengthened over sleep but not over a period of wakefulness (Study 4); syntax constrains the meaning of a novel superlative determiner but does not explain why children only take it to mean “most” (but not “least”) (Study 5).
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